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Part 1
Toyota Motor Europe and TME IT Context
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1.1 - Toyota – in Europe
•

Began selling cars in 1963

• 9 manufacturing plants in 7 countries
• Over €9 billion invested since 1990
• More than €4 billion spent with European-based suppliers per year
• 873,844 vehicles sold in CY2015
• Close to 1,500,000 hybrid vehicles sold in Europe [YTD August 2016]
• 4.6% market share in CY 2015
• Employees (approx.): 20,000 (direct / including TPCA, 50/50 joint venture
Toyota/PSA Peugeot Citroën)
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1.2 - Manufacturing Facilities
TMR – Camry & RAV4

TMUK – Engine
Plant

TMUK – Auris (Hybrid), Auris
Touring Sports (Hybrid) &
Avensis

TMIP - Engine
Plant

TMMP - Engine
& Transmission
Plant
TMMF – Yaris &
Yaris Hybrid

TPCA - AYGO

Toyota Caetano
Portugal –
Land Cruiser
TMMT – Corolla,
Verso & C-HR
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1.3 - National Marketing & Sales Companies
•
•
•
•

30 NMSCs
53 Countries
274 Lexus retailers
2,749 Toyota retailers

Not shown: Toyota Caucasus LLP, Union Motors Ltd (Israel), Toyota Motor Kazakhstan LLP
and Toyota Canary Islands
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1.4 – Head Office & Supporting Facilities
Technical Centre

TME Head Office

Training Centre

Le Rendez-Vous
Toyota

Toyota Motorsport
GmbH

Toyota European
Design Development
(ED²)
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1.5 – Leader in Hybrid - Fuel Cell Vehicles

2015

2014

2013

•

2012

•

2011

•

2010

•

European Hybrid sales
growing year on year 250,000
Hybrid sales
contributing to approx.
24% of our European 200,000
sales
14 Hybrid models
150,000
available in Europe
European-made hybrid
models accounting for 100,000
almost 3/4 of hybrid
sales
50,000
Hydrogen Fuel Cell cars:
Toyota Mirai
0
2009

•

European Built Hybrid Models
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1.6 - Toyota Motor Europe IT
Germany

Belgium

Belgium

Head Office
Brussels

TDG

TMIP/
TMMP

Zaventem

TPCE

Pan-E
IT

Poland

Belgium

TMUK

TMMF

Offshore

UK

TGB

TMMT

France
Turkey

India

UK
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Part 2
Lean and TPS
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2.1 - The house of TPS and its inhabitants

Just in Time Pillar
(Kiichiro Toyoda)

Jidoka Pillar
(Sakichi Toyoda)

Pull from customer
Waste elimination
Flow

Automation with
a human touch
Stop the flow
when problems occur
Solve problems deeply
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2.2 – House of TPS Ontology
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2.3 -The Toyota Kata (habits, practices)
• The individuals working in the company

 interact to create an evolving system
 improve continuously (Kaizen)
 without strong top down directions
 focus on delivering added value to the customer,
while removing waste along the way.

• Two Kata (Rother): improvement and coaching
 Agents (employees of the Lean organisation)

 perform processes (like mounting a wheel on a car)
 but also improvement processes
(applying problem solving)
 receive coaching on how to improve their skills

 Management

 Receive and give coaching on how to coach others.

• Third Kata: Hoshin Kanri: Do the right things
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Part 3
What is Hoshin Kanri?
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3.1 - Hoshin Kanri origin and meaning
• 方針 (Hoshin) means Compass (literally “Direction Needle”)
• 管理 (Kanri) means Management
• Originated in Japan in the 1960’s
(Bridgestone, Komatsu, Toyota, …)
• It is the Management of the Direction for an organisation
• Sometimes called Policy Deployment,
- but bottom up and top down nature of this process
• It is a Countermeasure to
–
–
–
–

Mis-alignment between strategy and execution
Mis-alignment between employees and company
Missing objectives
Too many ongoing projects without clear contribution
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3.2 - Purpose

What is the meaning of our work?

• Understand the essence of what
we are trying to achieve.
• Use Hoshin Kanri and PDCA
processes to achieve this.
• Engage all levels of the company
to do this effectively – high level
hoshin is not very prescriptive
• Give special attention to closing
the loop with Check/Act Stages
• DO THE RIGHT THINGS
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3.3 - Direction = Hoshin

Hoshin Kanri. Management of Direction

• Mid to Long Term
Viewpoint.
• Vertical Alignment
• Horizontal Coordination
• Process and Results
Management.
• Human Resource
Development
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3.4 - Hoshin Kanri Process
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3.6 - Standard Rules of the hoshin kanri
• Purpose of hoshin kanri: to generate a consensed view of company
objectives for the next period (e.g. one fiscal year for a legal entity)
• The yearly process takes around 90 days (three months)
• The number of items to come up with is bounded (e.g. max 10 items)
• The process may be started by top management or start bottom-up
• The items proposed at operator level are consensed with peers, then
submitted to management, consensed again (including the
management ideas), and submitted to top management (including
top management ideas).
• Every agent in the organization is allowed to contribute with ideas.
• Agents have seniority and expertise. The probability to see their
proposed items accepted in the nemawashi process increases with
their seniority and expertise
• We have shown that in mature organisation with the right level of
seniority and expertise, the bottom up result equals the result with a
seeding by top management
(In Is the Lean Organisation a Complex System?, see references slide)
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Part 4
Hoshin in the Cultural Context
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4.1 - The Eight Cultural Dimensions
(from Erin Meyer, The Culture Map)
•Communicating: from Low Context to High
Context
•Evaluating: from Direct to Indirect Negative
Feedback
•Persuading: from Principles First to
Applications First
•Leading: from Egalitarian to Hierarchical
•Deciding: from Consensual to Top Down
•Trusting: from Task-Based to RelationshipBased
•Disagreeing: from Confrontational to
Avoiding Confrontation
•Scheduling: from Linear Time to Flexible
Time.
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4.2 - Modeling hoshin kanri Cultural Rules
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Relevant dimensions: Persuading (dimension #3), Leading (#4), Deciding (#5) and
Scheduling (#8).
=> Culture-related rules from the meta-data layer, which all add a step before the execution
of the hoshin kanri process:
∀ agent, if culture(agent).persuading ∈ [0..50] ‘Principles First’
then add step ‘explain hoshin kanri process’
∀ agent, if culture(agent).leading ∈ [50..100] ‘Hierarchical’
then add step ‘top management briefing’ at start
∀ agent, if culture(agent).deciding ∈ [50..100] ‘Top Down’
then add step ‘explain the need for nemawashi’
Assumes the existence of a function culture(agent).dimension returning the positioning of
the agent’s culture on a scale of 0 to 100 for the cultural dimension mentioned
The two next rules are examples of periodical checks that can be added within the
execution of the process, and not before the process as in the three rules above:
if culture(agent).scheduling ∈ [0..50] ‘Flexible Time’ then perform ‘progress check’ weekly
if culture(agent).leading ∈ [0..50] ‘Top Down’ ˄ (team_generated_items < threshold)
then perform ‘top management reminder’ weekly
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Part 5
The eHoshin Experiment
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5.1 - FY16 eHoshin experiment at TME
FY14: Hoshin was
built by Gen.Mgr.+

FY15: Senior managers were
involved in the preparation

FY16: Involve all members
in the preparation

To achieve this objective, we
decided to use an online

application, called eHoshin,
developed to allow:


TME IS executives to share
original ideas on functional
Hoshin



TME IS members to comment
on Hoshin themes & targets,
propose ideas



TME IS Leaders to adjust
Hoshin themes based on
members feedback
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USERS

5.2 – eHoshin results analysis

 The participation to eHoshin was not mandatory
 54 % of members signed from the target audience
152 comments entered,
of which 19 on Hoshin overall and 133 on the
10 Hoshin themes
15 members have commented once
38 members have commented more than
once
 Most popular hoshin theme =>
People Development & Motivation

COMMENTS

total comments
Consumer One

3

7

IT Strategy

8

Internet of Things/Internet of…

13
13

Infrastructure Management Services…
Cybersecurity
People Development & Motivation
0

5

10

15

15
15

19
19
19
20

21
25
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5.3 – eHoshin project reflection
Intensive User testing before release

o Good way to grasp improvement
points & implement them (more userfriendly, right sequence, better layout)

Tool usage

o User friendly & easy to use
o Served the purpose to collect
comments during preparation phase &
improve Hoshin buildup
o Allowed interaction between leaders
and members
example

Program Management

o The training and change management is
key to the success. This is a challenge with
remote users of the application
(an online course should be developed)
o Naming conventions are important to
understand and respect

Security & Access

o Security and access management within the
company can be developed in house
o The user database as well as the user store
can be kept in house

Open source version (www.ehoshin.org)

Enter via www.eHoshin.org Wordpress site
Directs to commonehoshin.herokuapp.com
Hosted on Amazon Web Services
Developed in Python language with the
Django Framework in collaboration with
Strasburg University
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o Open source code in Github

o
o
o
o

5.4 – eHoshin management reflection
o Manage the transition for those involved

The open collaboration platform is not automatically
appreciated by all at first:
- It challenges the previous ‘top down’ way of working
- The Hoshin item leader does not control the complete
definition of his items, he/she is accountable to others

o The usage of eHoshin increases the buy in of all

 It applies real “Catch Ball”, top down and bottom up
 It is better, but more demanding in the first phase.
The buy in of the participants makes the difference
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5.5 – Lean2040 Example (next 25y of Lean)
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5.6 – Your turn to experiment!
• Using the application on www.eHoshin.org
– You can create your own teams
• They can be public, like Lean2040
• Or you can make them private for your organisation

– You can then ask colleagues to join them
– You can all work as moderators or have two levels
of contribution (moderators and contributors)
– You can even improve the application itself by
becoming a contributor to the open source code
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“There is nothing so useless as
doing efficiently that which
should not be done at all”
Peter Drucker
THANK YOU
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